
Q1 What is your organisation's/project's name?

Fujitsu

Q2 Your organisation's/project's website

http://www.fujitsu.com/global/

Q3 Are you? A company

Q4 Your name 

Q5 Your email address 

Q6 Your contact phone number

Q7 Please summarise who you are and what you do

Fujitsu is the leading Japanese information and communication technology (ICT) company offering a full range of technology products, 
solutions and services. Approximately 155,000 Fujitsu people support customers in more than 100 countries. About 28,000 Fujitsu 
employees are working in Europe. We use our experience and the power of ICT to shape the future of society and enabling digital 
transformation with our customers. We run more than 100 datacenters world wide, more than 20 in Europe.
Over 18,500 employees are engaged in R&D within the Fujitsu Group.
Major research and development activities for High Performance Computing take place at Fujitsu in Europe, including server 
development and manufacturing, development of HPC software, such as large scale HPC workflow management SW. Technical 
consulting centers are providing HPC services through the full system life cycles.
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Q8 In what way would like to contribute to an EsD project? As a technology provider,

As a system
integrator

Q9 What would be your contribution to an EsD project?

In the whole process from concept until release of an EsD we see strong and diverse dependencies. In order to support a consistent and
efficient implementation, Fujitsu is willing to drive following tasks in cooperation with partners:

+ EsD System Architecture
+ Co-Development and manufacturing of system, subsystem(s) or subcomponent(s); This depends on final requirements for system
functionality and performance
+ Integration of entire system including third party subsystems & components
+ Integration of other FETHPC technologies where appropriate
+ EsD System Test and release; Here specifically a tight cooperation with application partners is required
+ Maintenance and Support in cooperation with computer centers and application partners

Q10 What partners are you looking for?

+ HPC centers
+ Application owners and domain experts, e.g. AI
+ CoEs
+ HPC Eco System members, tool providers etc.
+ Other FETHPC projects

Q11 Please include links to any additional material.

-

Q12 Other comments/ideas Respondent skipped this question
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